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Celebrate Dad this month! Test your trivia…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What popular television show from the 1950s starred Robert Young?
Who is said to be the “Father of Modern Science”?
Which father and son were both President of the United States?
What is the name of the TV series featuring a dolphin and a widowed father?
Which rock star died before he could see both his children follow in his
footsteps?
6. Charles Darwin was called the “Father of …”?
7. How do you say “daddy” in French?
8. The song “Oh My Papa” was a big hit in 1954. Name the well-know crooner
who sang it.
9. The male head of a family or tribe is called…
10. Which personality, born in South Africa, is considered the “Father of
Freedom”?
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Answer Key
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Father Knows Best
Albert Einstein
George Bush & George W. Bush
Flipper
John Lennon
Evolution
Papa
Eddie Fischer
Patriarch
Nelson Mandela
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Our newly designed website is here. Modern and easy to navigate, plus unique elements to
keep things interesting. The redesign is definitely fun, and the familiar placement will keep you
browsing like an old pro.
✓ Internet Banking Log On in the same upper right hand corner.
✓ Menu bars also remain in the same easy to find locations.
✓ Try our new search feature by clicking on the magnifying glass button
above the Internet Banking login.
Looking for timely articles and information?
Under the ABOUT tab, check out the NEWS & UPDATES section filled with the
latest articles with interesting insight into relevant topics.
Our TOOLS/RESOURCES tab has a wealth of information at your fingertips.
The FINANCIAL TIPS offer tips and educational articles on topics such as
“Avoid Common Email Scams”. And don’t miss the CONSUMER ALERTS stay on top of alerts from sources such as the FDIC, IRS and Federal Trade Commission.

www.firstnationalbanks.com

THINK BIG, DREAM BIG, BELIEVE BIG…BANK SMALL!
We’re proud to be your community bank. Together we can do big things!

Grilling Tips from the Pros
Direct vs indirect cooking
If food take less than 20 minutes to cook, use
direct heat; if it takes longer, use indirect heat says
Elizabeth Karmel, grilling pro and author. This is
one of the best tips for grilling chicken to ensure
juicy results.

Picture perfect burgers

Here’s a Few Tips from mygardyn.com
Don’t over think the menu.
Creating a beautiful meal doesn’t have to require a long
grocery list and complicated instructions. “A fail-safe dish
that’s quick to assemble and full of flavor is a Caprese
salad,” shares Katie McCall, food writer & baker. “Adding
greens like tender and mild flashy trout back lettuce leaves
can really boost the meal, both visually and nutritionally.”

Bring your dishes outdoors.
Who made the rule that you only use paper products when
dining outside? Linda McFadden, luxury lifestyle and
gathering expert, says don’t hesitate to bring your favorite
home accents, including dishes & linens, to your open air
soiree.

Keep pests away without harming the
environment.
Select a space preferably away from standing water. If
electricity is convenient, set up a few fans to circulate the
air around your dining space. Plant lemongrass around
social areas. Or create small floral arrangements by pulling
lavender, mint, rosemary, basil & lemongrass pods (all
which naturally repel insects) from your garden and add
them to a jar or container with water.

Burgers can puff up in the middle as they cook,
making the tops rounded and awkward for piling
on the toppings. To avoid this, press an indentation
into the top of each raw patty with your thumb or
the back of a spoon. When the center pushes up,
the top of each burger will be relatively level, says
Jamie Purviance, grilling pro & author.

Surefire skewers
Whether you’re making veggie kabobs or ones
with meat, don’t skimp when you’re threading
them on the skewers. Kabob ingredients, such as
chicken pieces, will stay juicer longer if they are
touching one another (but not crammed) on the
skewers.

Season gently
Be delicate when applying rubs, Karmel says. If you
rub seasonings hard into the food you can damage
the meat fibers & textures of the food and run the
risk of over-seasoning it.

Go low & slow with ribs
For tender ribs, maintain a low temperature for
several hours. Follow the indirect cooking method
(and don’t be tempted to peek). “Spikes & valleys
of heat will tighten & dry out the meat, but
consistently low temps will produce soft &
succulent meat,” Purviance says.
For these & more tips, check out the website
https://www.bhg.com/recipes/grilling/basics/
grilling-tips-from-pros/?

Things are looking up! As the country begins to open up and travel has become a
possibility again, we are happy to announce this exciting VIP tour for Fall 2021!

Visiting Kennebunkport – York – Portland – Boothbay Harbor – Rockland – Bar Harbor
& Ogunquit – featuring a Maine Lobster Boat Excursion & Acadia National Park!

October 2 – 8, 2021
7 Days/6 Nights
Ready for a change of scenery?
How about the vivid images of the crisp
New England shore, rugged woodland
seascapes, and butter dripping off a chunk of
cooked lobster! October fall foliage is the
perfect season to explore wild and wonderful
Maine with picturesque fishing villages and
lobster boat harbors up and down this rocky
seacoast. See it all while enjoying the
opulence of three of Maine’s most
celebrated upscale coastline resorts.

